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SUMMARY 

 
This paper presents an adoption of internet protocol suite (IPS) in the Asia/Pacific Region. 

 
 

 
1.  Introduction 
 
1.1 The Asia/Pacific region has been a pioneer in establishing an ATN ground network 
infrastructure, and commissioned the world’s first operational AMHS service. Following the adoption 
of Internet Protocol Suite (IPS) into Annex 10 SARPs, the Asia/Pacific region is planning to introduce 
IPS into its ATN network as part of the normal technical refresh cycle to take advantage of the latest 
technologies and to move towards supporting a global ATN service. 
 
1.2 The infrastructure was initially based on the original Doc 9705 Edition 2 standards. 
As ICAO has further developed the Doc 9705 Edition 3, Doc 9880 and Doc 9896 standards, some but 
not all states have kept up with these changes. Unfortunately, AMHS is not backwards compatible 
between Doc 9705 Edition 2 and Edition 3 / Doc 9880, resulting in incompatibilities between 
implemented systems. 
 
1.3 The regional ATN/IPS network is ultimately expected to be based on IPv6. However, 
this protocol can only be adopted once questions of address space planning and acquisition have been 
resolved. The ATN Implementation Coordination Group (ATNICG) of APANPIRG, which is 
responsible for regional ATN planning and implementation, seeks the guidance of ACP WGM on 
these questions. 
 
2.  Asia/Pacific Transition Plan to ATN/IPS 
 
2.1 An Asia/Pacific regional ATN infrastructure based on ATN/OSI is being 
implemented to support AMHS and other data communication applications. States that host major 
AFTN COM centres or connect to other ICAO regions are designated as “backbone” sites, which are 
connected to form a backbone network of high-capacity, reliable communication links and ATN 
routers. 
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2.2 Links between ATN routers currently use the ISO/IEC 8208 sub-network over leased-
line circuits. It was recognised early on during ATN planning that X.25-based services and products 
were being withdrawn. However, since the Asia/Pacific ATN network does not depend on X.25 
packet switches, ISO/IEC 8208 was determined to be viable for the short-to-medium term, after which 
it would be phased out as states refreshed their systems. 
 
2.3 The inclusion of IPS into Annex 10 SARPs, the specification of the IP SNDCF in 
Doc 9880 Edition 1 and the publication of Doc 9896 Edition 1 have made it possible to introduce IPS 
into the Asia/Pacific ATN. The Asia/Pacific regional ATN implementation strategy was therefore 
revised, and the main points of the strategy, adopted by APANPIRG at its 21st meeting in September 
20101, are summarised as follows: 
 

(1) Initially, connections between ATN routers will migrate from ISO/IEC 8208  
sub-network to IP sub-network over point-to-point circuits using the IP SNDCF. 

 
(2) When circuits between states have migrated to IP, a regional packet-switched 

ATN/IPS network will be established by using IP routers to relay datagrams 
between circuits. 

 
The resulting ground-ground network infrastructure will therefore support legacy OSI-based ground-
ground and air-ground services as well as future IPS-based applications. 
 
 
2.4 The first IP circuits in the Asia/Pacific ATN will be point-to-point links over leased-
line circuits. The ATNICG is expected to adopt IPv4 as the network protocol and to use an address 
plan based on that of the CARSAM region, which uses a private address space. This approach will 
adequately meet the goal of supporting point-to-point circuits between ATN routers in the near-term. 
 
2.5 The Asia/Pacific region is considering IPv6 as the network protocol for its final 
ATN/IPS network. However, use of IPv6 carries issues of address planning and address space 
acquisition which must be resolved before it can be implemented. Doc 9896 recommends that each 
ICAO region obtain a block of IPv6 address space from its Regional Internet Registry (APNIC in the 
case of the Asia/Pacific region). To do this, an organisation must become a member of the RIR. 
Address space is made available on a commercial basis, and there are costs in registering and then 
maintaining this address space. 
 
2.6 In the EUR region, EUROCONTROL in close coordination with ANSPs has obtained 
a block of IPv6 address space on behalf of European member states. However, the Asia/Pacific region 
lacks such a body. Moreover, the ICAO Asia/Pacific Regional Office lacks the resources and budget 
to perform this function, and a mechanism for sharing costs between states would be difficult to agree 
and administer. 
 
2.7 At the same time, ACP is seeking to obtain a block of IPv6 address space from the 
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority. If this were successful, regions would not have to acquire their 
own address blocks. However, ACP has not indicated when it expects to obtain such an address block. 
There is therefore uncertainty as to whether the Asia/Pacific region should pursue the acquisition of a 
regional address block in the face of considerable difficulties, or await resolution of the matter by 
ACP. 
 

                                                 
1 See working paper WP/62 presented at the CNS/MET SG/14 meeting for the strategy adopted by 
APANPIRG http://www.icao.or.th/Meetings/2010/cnsmet_sg14/wp62.pdf  
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2.8 As an alternative, it has been noted that the EUROCONTROL address prefix contains 
some bits that are “reserved”. Although it might be possible to use these bits to indicate ICAO regions 
and therefore use the EUROCONTROL prefix for the entire ICAO ground ATN/IPS domain, this 
may not be desirable since it would take away flexibility from EUROCONTROL to adapt to changes 
in their addressing scheme. 
 
3.  Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
3.1 Having been a trailblazer in introducing ATN based on ICAO Doc 9705, the 
Asia/Pacific region is now adopting a phased approach to introducing IPS to create a network 
infrastructure that will support both legacy and new applications and will allow the region to take 
advantage of an eventual global IPv6 network. To achieve its goal, the Asia/Pacific region seeks 
clarification and guidance from ACP WGM on the issue of IPv6 addressing scheme and address block 
acquisition. 
 
Recommendation 1:   ACP Working Group M is requested to clarify the status of acquisition of a 

global IPv6 address block. 
 
Recommendation 2:   ACP Working Group M is requested to provide guidance on the issues related 

to backwards compatibility of AMHS, specifically interconnecting systems 
that support IPM84 and IPM88. 
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